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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Whirlbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

300 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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fun,scary and frantic. how do i open the conrol room?. a puzzel game
you play a orb an need to find colours to fit trough coloured lasrs. good game love the story line its like a comic book and game
play is very easy and i love how evil it is. Very good game. The survival elements, whilst themselves interesting, took a major
backseat to the brilliant storyline and atmosphere. There are lots of different paths with noticable and tangible effects on your
game.. gotta buy all the dlc for this one to work. This is the kind of game we REALLY need a neutral rating for. I don't want to
unequivocally recommend it, but I also don't want to really slam it too hard since it seems like it's the kind of game -someone-
could enjoy. I'm mostly giving it a yes to balance out the (poorly written) no review currently here.

This game feels like it could be something really great with a little bit of focus. As it stands now though, it tries to do too many
things at once. Don't get me wrong, it's exactly what it says on the tin - the "About" is 100% accurate in this case. In the game,
you have:
  * Tower Defense
  * Space Combat
  * Real Orbital Mechanics(TM)
  * Upgrades
  * A bit of strategy (in choosing your crew)
The problem is that it doesn't all go together quite as well as it could. By trying to do too much, it feels like the game ends up not
doing any of it particularly well.

Other notes:
- It's hard to just dive right into the game - you're basically required to do the tutorial.
- The lack of tooltips over buttons really hurts trying to figure out what you're doing, especially when you're playing at a high
resolution. Even the tutorial isn't 100% clear on things.
- Speaking as someone that does spaceflight simming (both KSP and Orbiter,) I find the Real Orbital Mechanics(TM) to be a
detriment to gameplay. I appreciate the nod to how real space combat would happen, but I don't want to be figuring out intercept
orbits on the fly while I'm trying to blow up asteroids. It basically makes the use of shorter-range weapons opportunistic rather
than strategic.

Overall, I feel like the developer put $10 per copy worth of work into the game (if you ignore the graphics, but hell - I can't art
either.) The problem is that I don't think most people (including myself) are going to get $10 per copy worth of VALUE out of
the game.

If nothing else, It's worth trying on a 75% off sale... and as I've said elsewhere, I've spent $10 on worse stuff than this.
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To put it simple, this game is a mindless kind've fun. Just launch the game, blast a whole lot of baddies and collect all 40
achievments. It is no masterpiece of course, but for a budget priced game, you get a good amount of value out of your money.
The only isue I have with it is the scoring system. One of the bonus levels make it virtually impossible to lose, and I was racking
up points for over 15 minutes..but after you hit the max points, your score resets into the negatives. This happened at least 3
times throughout that level and ruined the fun of the scoring system for the rest of the game. Overall Recommended though ^_^.
trial & error with a neat presentation. A classic arcade shoot 'em up, but pretty bland in its genre. Looks good enough and the
other technical aspects are fine, but the game just doesn't offer anything that isn't already done better elsewhere. The plot seems
dull with overtly stereotypical characters and the enemies are unimaginative.

It's like Jets 'n Guns, but without all the neat stuff which made JnG so awesome.

Pick this up only if you're a die-hard shmup fan who doesn't have anything else to play.. Alright this game is a masterpiece it has
it all exciting gameplay great music and that\u2019s it good game but I get kinda bored of seeing pngs walk across the screen
for two hours straight. I bought this only for the nostalgia factor, and I can't believe I wasted so much time on it when I was 7.

Good time waster.. Typo's, incorrect item names, incorrect puzzle descriptions. This is just poor quality control all round.

Also where are the Witches and Warlocks???. The first game to really make me forget I was in my room. Stable and fun games.
Even without them the atmosphere is great.
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